The inertial sensors allow stabilization of unstable platforms by feedback algorithms. Typically, the stabilization algorithm used for MAVs is simple Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) control [1, 2] . Problems with PID control occur when the vehicle is highly nonlinear or when the vehicle is subject to large disturbances like wind gusts.
Alternatively, we could opt for a model based attitude controller. A model based controller that can deal with nonlinear systems is nonlinear dynamic inversion (NDI), which involves modeling all of the MAV's forces and dynamics. Theoretically, this method can remove all nonlinearities from the system and create a linearizing control law. However, NDI is very sensitive to model inaccuracies [3] . Obtaining an accurate model is often expensive or impossible with the constraints of the sensors that are carried onboard a small MAV.
The incremental form of NDI, Incremental NDI or INDI, is less model dependent and more robust. It has been described in the literature since the late nineties [4, 5] , sometimes referred to as simplified [6] or enhanced [7] NDI. Compared to NDI, instead of modeling the angular acceleration based on the state and inverting the actuator model to get the control input, the angular acceleration is measured and an increment of the control input is calculated based on a desired increment in angular acceleration. This way, any unmodeled dynamics, including wind gust disturbances, are measured and compensated. Since INDI makes use of a sensor measurement to replace a large part of the model, it is considered a sensor based approach.
INDI faces two major challenges. Firstly, the measurement of angular acceleration is often noisy and requires filtering. This filtering introduces a delay in the measurement, which should be compensated for. Secondly, the method relies on inverting and therefore modeling the controls. To achieve a more flexible controller, the control effectiveness should be determined adaptively.
Delay in the angular acceleration measurement has been a prime topic in INDI research.
A proposed method to deal with these measurement delays is predictive filtering [8] . However, the prediction of angular acceleration requires additional modeling. Moreover, disturbances cannot be predicted. Initially, a setup with multiple accelerometers was proposed by Ostroff and Bacon [5] to measure the angular acceleration. This setup has some drawbacks, because it is complex and the accelerometers are sensitive to structural vibrations. Later, they discussed the derivation of angular acceleration from gyroscope measurements by using a second order filter [9] . To compensate for the delay introduced by the filter, Ostroff and Bacon use a lag filter on the applied input to the system.
We show in this paper that perfect synchronization of input and measured output can be achieved by applying the filter used for the gyroscope differentiation on the incremented input as well.
Other research focused on compensating delays in the inputs by using a Lyapunov based controller design [10] . In this paper, we show that delayed inputs (actuator dynamics) are naturally handled by the INDI controller.
The control effectiveness is the sole model still required by INDI. The parameters can be obtained by careful modeling of the actuators and the moment of inertia, or by analyzing the input output data from flight logs. However, even if such a tedious process is followed, the control effectiveness can change during flight. For instance, this can occur due to changes in flight conditions [11] or actuator damage [12] . In order to cope with this, we propose a method to adaptively determine the control effectiveness matrices.
In this paper, we present three main contributions: (1) The outline of this paper is as follows. First, a model of the MAV will be discussed in Section II. Second, Section III will deal with INDI and the analysis for this controller for a quadrotor.
Section IV is about the adaptive extension of INDI. Finally, in Section V, the experimental setup is explained, followed by the results of the experiments in Section VI.
II. MAV Model
The Bebop quadrotor is shown in Figure 1 along with axis definitions. The actuators drive the four rotors, whose angular velocity in the body frame is given by ω i = [ω ix , ω iy , ω iz ], where i denotes the rotor number. The center of gravity is located in the origin of the axis system and the distance to each of the rotors along the X axis is given by l and along the Y axis by b. If the angular velocity vector of the vehicle is denoted by Ω = [p, q, r] T and its derivative byΩ, the rotational dynamics are given by Euler's equation of motion [13] , more specifically the one that describes rotation. If we consider the body axis system as our coordinate system we get Eq. (1) for the angular velocity of the vehicle.
Where M is the moment vector acting on the vehicle. If we consider the rotating propellers, still in the body coordinate system, we obtain:
Where ω i is the angular rate vector of the i th propeller in the vehicle body axes and Ω the angular rotation of the coordinate system, equal to the vehicle body rates. The rotors are assumed to be flat in the z axis, such that the inertia matrix I r has elements that are zero: I rxz = I ryz = 0 . Because the coordinate system is fixed to the vehicle, I rxx , I rxy and I ryy are not constant in time. However, as is shown later on, the terms containing these moments of inertia will disappear. Expanding Eq.
(2) into its three components gives:
The propellers are light-weight and have a small moment of inertia compared to the vehicle. Relevant precession terms are therefore those that contain the relatively large ω iz . Since the rotors spin around the z axis, it is safe to assume that ω ix ≪ ω iz and ω iy ≪ ω iz and thatω ix andω iy are negligible.
Then, the moments exerted on the rotors due to their rotational dynamics are given by Eq. (4).
Note the presence of the term I rzzωiz , which is the moment necessary to change the angular velocity of a rotor. In Section VI, it will be shown that this term is important.
This equation holds for each of the four rotors, so the moment acting on a rotor is given a subscript i to indicate the rotor number. The total moment due to the rotational effects of the rotors is shown in Eq. (5). Since motors 1 and 3 spin in the opposite direction of rotors 2 and 4, a factor (−1) i is introduced. As we are left with only the z component for the angular velocity of each rotor, we will omit this subscript and continue with the vector ω = [ω 1z , ...,
Now consider the Euler Equation, Eq. (1), for the entire vehicle. The moments from the rotor dynamics are subtracted from the other moments yielding:
Here, I v is the moment of inertia matrix of the vehicle, M r (ω,ω, Ω) is the gyroscopic effect of the rotors, M c (ω) is the control moment vector generated by the rotors and M a (Ω, v) is the moment vector generated by aerodynamic effects, which depends on the angular rates and the MAV velocity vector v. The control moment M c (ω) is elaborated in Eq. (7), where k 1 is the force constant of the rotors, k 2 is the moment constant of the rotors and b and l are defined in Figure 1 .
If we now take Eq. (6), insert Eqs. (4) and (7) and solve for the angular accelerationΩ, we arrive at the followingΩ
where
are the forces independent of the actuators and G 1 , G 2 , G 3 and C(Ω) are given by Eqs. (9), (10), (11) and (12) respectively. Note that the sample time T s of the quadrotor is introduced to ease future calculations.
Note that traditionally in the literature, the system solved by INDI has the form ofẋ = f (x) + g(x, u) where x is the state of the system and u the input to the system. However, as becomes clear from Eq. (8), the quadrotor is actually a system of the formẋ = f (x) + g(x, u,u). In Section III, a solution to this type of problem will be shown.
III. Incremental Nonlinear Dynamic Inversion
Consider Eq. (8) from the previous section. This equation has some extra terms compared to previous work [8] , because the gyroscopic and angular momentum effects of the rotors are included.
We can apply a Taylor expansion to Eq. (8) and if we neglect higher order terms this results in Eq.
This equation predicts the angular acceleration after an infinitesimal timestep ahead in time based on a change in angular rates of the vehicle and a change in rotational rate of the rotors. Now observe that the first terms give the angular acceleration based on the current rates and inputs:
This angular acceleration can be obtained by deriving it from the angular rates, which are measured with the gyroscope. In other words, these terms are replaced by a sensor measurement, which is why INDI is also referred to as sensor based control.
The second and third term, partial to Ω and v, are assumed to be much smaller than the fourth and fifth term, partial to ω andω. This is commonly referred to as the principle of time scale 8 separation [14] . This assumption only holds when the actuators are sufficiently fast and have more effect compared to the change in aerodynamic and precession moments due to changes in angular rates and body speeds. These assumptions and calculation of the partial derivatives gives Eq. (14):
Above it is stated that the angular acceleration is measured by deriving it from the angular rates.
In most cases, the gyroscope measurements from a MAV are noisy due to vibrations of the vehicle due to the propellers and motors. Since differentiation of a noisy signal amplifies the noise, some filtering is required. The use of a second order filter is adopted from the literature [9] , of which a transfer function in the Laplace domain is given by Eq. (15). Satisfactory results were obtained with ω n = 50 rad/s and ζ = 0.55. Other low pass filters are also possible, for instance the Butterworth filter.
The result is that instead of the current angular acceleration, a filtered and therefore delayed angular accelerationΩ f is measured. Since all the terms with the zero subscript in the Taylor expansion should be at the same point in time, they are all replaced with the subscript f , yielding Eq. (16).
This indicates that these signals are also filtered and are therefore synchronous with the angular
This equation
is not yet ready to be inverted, because it contains the derivative of the angular rate of the propellers. Since we are dealing with discrete signals, consider the discrete approximation of the derivative in the z domain:
s , where T s is the sample time. This is shown in Eq. (17):
Collecting all terms with (ω − ω f ) yields Eq. (18): 
Note that the predicted angular accelerationΩ is now instead a virtual control, denoted by ν. The virtual control is the desired angular acceleration, and with Eq. (19), the required inputs ω c can be calculated. The subscript c is added to ω to indicate that this is the command sent to the motors.
This input is given with respect to a previous input ω f . If we define the increment in the motor commands as ω = ω c − ω f , it is clearly an incremental control law.
A. Parameter Estimation
Equation (19) shows the general quadrotor INDI control law. The parameters of this equation
are the three matrices G 1 , G 2 and G 3 which need to be identified for the specific quadrotor. This can be done through measurement of each of the components that make up these matrices, including the moments of inertia of the vehicle and the propellers as well as the thrust and drag coefficients of the rotors. Identifying the parameters in this way requires a significant amount of effort.
A more effective method is to use test flight data to determine the model coefficients. Of course, to do this the MAV needs to be flying. This can be achieved by initially tuning the parameters.
Alternatively, a different controller can be used at first to gather the test flight data, such as PID control. Once a test flight has been logged, Eq. (18) is used for parameter estimation and is written as Eq. (20). From this equation, a least squares solution is found for the matrices G 1 , G 2 and G 3 .
Here, ∆ denotes the finite difference between two subsequent samples. From the data, we can also investigate the importance of some of the terms by comparing the least squares error with and without the terms. It turns out that on a typical dataset, leaving out the matrix G 3 only results in an estimation squared error increase of ∼0.2%. Furthermore, modeling the rotor as linear with the rotational speed of the rotor instead of quadratic gives an estimation squared error increase of ∼0.9%. Therefore, we can simplify the INDI control law of Eq. (19) to Eq. (21):
B. Implementation
With the simplifications described in subsection III A, the final INDI control scheme is shown in Figure 2 . The input to the system is the virtual control ν and the output is the angular acceleration of the systemΩ. The angular velocity measurement from the gyroscope is fed back through the differentiating second order filter and subtracted from the virtual control to give the angular acceleration errorΩ err .
Since the matrices G 1 and G 2 are not square, we take the pseudo inverse to solve the problem of control allocation, denoted by + . The contents of the block 'MAV' are shown in Figure 3 , because it allows the closed loop analysis in Section III C. In this diagram, d is a disturbance term that bundles disturbances and unmodeled dynamics. Note that Eq. (21) provides a desired angular velocity of the rotors. However, the actuators 11 do not have an instantaneous response. Instead, it is assumed they have first order dynamics A(z).
The reference sent to the motors is denoted by ω c and ω = ω c − ω f . In Figure 2 , it is assumed that actuator feedback is available. However, if this is not the case, the actuator state ω 0 has to be estimated with a model of the actuator dynamics as is shown in Figure 4 . Here A ′ (z) is a model of the actuator dynamics. 
We define H(z) = IH(z) and assume that all actuators have the same dynamics, so A(z) = IA(z).
This means that each matrix in TF ω→ω (z) is a diagonal matrix and therefore TF ω→ω (z) is a diagonal matrix function.
Then, the last part of the open loop is from ω toΩ, as shown by Figure 3 . Using this figure, the transfer function is calculated in Eq. (24). Note that for this analysis, disturbances are not taken into account. 
Using Eq. (25) and Figure 2 , we can calculate the closed loop transfer function of the entire system in Eq. (26):
From this equation, it appears that the closed loop transfer function from the virtual input to the angular acceleration is in fact the actuator dynamics A(z). In most cases, the actuator dynamics can be represented by first or second order dynamics. Note that this shows the importance of applying the H(z) filter on the input as well. By doing this, a lot of terms cancel and all that remains is the actuator dynamics. Now, consider the transfer function from disturbances d (see Figure 2) to the angular acceleration. The derivation is given in Eq. (27) in which use is made of Eq. (25).
With Eq. (27) we show that disturbances in the angular acceleration are rejected as long as the actuator dynamics and the designed filter are stable. The term A(z)H(z)z −1 will go to 1 over time, with a response determined by the actuator dynamics, filter dynamics and a unit delay. This means that the faster the angular acceleration is measured, the faster the drone can respond and the faster the actuators can react, the faster the disturbance is neutralized.
D. Attitude Control
The angular acceleration of the MAV is accurately controlled by the system shown in Figure 2 .
To control the attitude of the MAV, a stabilizing angular acceleration reference needs to be passed This means that the design of this controller depends only on the speed of the actuator dynamics A(z). In case the actuator dynamics are known (through analysis of logged test flights for instance), a value of K η and K Ω can be determined that give a stable response.
This outer loop controller does not involve inversion of the attitude kinematics as has been done in other work [3] . However, the attitude angles for a quadrotor are generally small, in which case the inversion of the attitude kinematics can be replaced with simple angle feedback. 
E. Altitude Control
The INDI controller derived in the beginning of this section controls the angular acceleration around the axes x, y and z, which corresponds to roll, pitch and yaw. However, there is a fourth degree of freedom that is controlled with the rotors, which is the acceleration along the z-axis.
Control of this fourth axis is handled by a separate controller. This controller scales the average input to the motors to a value commanded by the pilot, after the input has been incremented by the INDI controller.
IV. Adaptive INDI
The INDI approach only relies on modeling of the actuators. The control effectiveness depends on the moment of inertia of the vehicle, the type of motors and propellers. A change in any of these will require re-estimation of the control effectiveness. Moreover, the control effectiveness can even change during flight, due to a change in flight velocity, battery voltage or actuator failure.
To counteract these problems and obtain a controller that requires no manual parameter estimation, the controller was extended with onboard adaptive parameter estimation using a Least
Mean Squares (LMS) [15] adaptive filter. This filter is often used in adaptive signal filtering and adaptive neural networks.
The LMS implementation is shown in Eq. (28), where µ 1 is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the adaptation constant for each input and µ 2 is a diagonal matrix to adjust the adaptation constants per axis. This is necessary as not all axes have the same signal to noise ratio.
The LMS formula calculates the difference between the expected acceleration based on the inputs and the measured acceleration. Then it increments the control effectiveness based on the error. The control effectiveness includes both G 1 as well as G 2 , as is shown in Eq. (29). Clearly, when there is no change in input, the control effectiveness is not changed. The reverse is also true: more excitation of the system will result in a faster adaptation. This is a benefit of the LMS algorithm over, for instance, recursive least squares with a finite horizon because recursive least squares will 'forget' everything outside the horizon.
Note that the filtering can be different for the online parameter estimation than for the actual control. Equation (28) makes use of ∆Ω f , which is the finite difference ofΩ f in the control Eq.
(21). Since differentiating amplifies high frequencies, a filter that provides more attenuation of these high frequencies is necessary. We still use the second order filter described by Eq. (15), but with ω n = 25 rad/s and ζ = 0.55.
When an approximate control effectiveness is given before takeoff, the adaptive system will estimate the actual values online, and thereby tune itself. The only knowledge provided to the controller is an initial guess of the control effectiveness. It is generally not possible to take off without any estimate of the control effectiveness, because the UAV might crash before the adaptive system has converged.
The choice of the adaptation constants µ 1 and µ 2 determines the stability and the rate of adaptation. By making these constants larger, a faster convergence is achieved. By making them too large, the adaptation will no longer be stable. The theoretical limit has been discussed in the literature [15] and it depends on the autocorrelation matrix of the input to the filter. In practice, the filter stability deteriorates before the theoretical limit, so in order to find a good adaptation constant some tuning is required.
V. Experimental Setup
To validate the performance of the INDI controller developed in Section III and the adaptive parameter estimation from Section IV, several experiments were conducted. These experiments were performed using the Bebop quadcopter from Parrot shown in Figure 1 Four experiments test the key properties of the controller:
• Performance
• Disturbance rejection
• Adaptation
During these experiments, the reference attitude and average thrust level were controlled by a pilot and sent to the drone over WiFi. All other computations were done on the drone itself, including the online adaptation.
A. Performance
In order to put the responsiveness of the system to the test and make sure that the angular The performance is compared to a manually tuned PID controller. The INDI controller is not expected to be faster or slower than a traditional PID controller, because the result of Eq. (26) shows that the response of the INDI inner loop is simply the actuator dynamics. Considering that the outer loop is a PD controller, the rise time and overshoot should be similar.
Finally, this test will also be performed with an INDI controller that does not contain the filter delay compensation, so by using ω 0 in the controller increment instead of ω f . It is expected that this will not fly well, because in Section III C we showed that with this compensation all terms cancel and the closed loop transfer function reduces to IA(z).
By inspection of Figure 2 , we can get a feel for what will happen if we omit this filter compensation. When there is an angular acceleration error, a control increment ω will be the result, which is added to ω 0 to produce ω c . ω c goes through the actuator dynamics to produce the new ω. The next time step, the result of this new ω does not yet appear inΩ f , because it is filtered and therefore delayed. Therefore, ω will be the same. However, ω 0 did update, so ω c will be incremented even more, while we are still waiting to see the result of the first increment inΩ f .
B. Disturbance Rejection
The disturbance rejection property is validated by adding a disturbance to the system. One possibility would be to apply aerodynamic disturbances by flying in the wake of a big fan. The disturbances occuring would be realistic, but not very repeatable. Moreover, the magnitude of the disturbance would be unknown.
Instead, it is possible to apply a disturbance in the form of a step function to the system. This is done by adding a weight of 42.5 grams to a container located in an off-centered position on the quadrotor while it is flying, as shown in Figure 6 . The container is located on the front of the drone and has a distance of about 11 cm to the center of gravity, so any weight added will shift the center of gravity forward. This will cause a misalignment of the thrust vector with respect to the center of gravity and therefore a pitch moment. This moment will be persistent and therefore have the form of a step disturbance. This is indicated with d in Figure 2 . Although this moment is created with a center of gravity shift, the situation is the same as in the case of a persistent gust or an unmodeled aerodynamic moment. A normal PID controller would respond to such a disturbance very slowly, because it takes time for the integrator to accumulate. But the introduction of the INDI inner loop leads to a cascaded control structure, which is much more resistant to disturbances than a single loop design [16] . Because of this, the reference pitch angle is expected to be tracked shortly after the disturbance.
C. Adaptation
The Bebop quadcopter has the possibility to fly with bumpers, as is shown in Figure 7 . Though these bumpers only weigh 12 grams a piece, they are located far from the center of gravity and therefore increase the moment of inertia. Furthermore, they can influence the airflow around the propellers. These system changes affect the G 1 and G 2 matrices. Therefore, the adaptive algorithm from Section IV should deal with adding or removing the bumpers. Second, the ability of the quadrotor to adapt its G 1 and G 2 matrices is tested. In this experiment, the drone starts with bumpers equipped, but with system matrices that represent the configuration without bumpers. The pilot flies the drone in a confined area while performing some pitch, roll and yaw maneuvers to excite the system. While flying, the correct matrices should be estimated. Then, the Bebop is landed and the bumpers are removed. After take off, the matrices should converge to their original state.
Finally, doublets are performed with and without the bumpers equipped, while the adaptation algorithm is active. We expect the same performance as in Section V A.
D. Yaw Control
The purpose of this experiment is to show the improvement in yaw performance due to the incorporation of the rotor spin-up torque in the controller design. This is done by applying a doublet input on the yaw setpoint. The amplitude of the doublet is 5 degrees and the period is one second (0.5 seconds positive and 0.5 seconds negative). As a comparison, the same experiment is performed with a traditional PID controller. This PID controller is manually tuned to give a fast rise time with minimal overshoot.
Additionally, the same test is performed with a zero G 2 matrix. Here we expect an oscillation, because the persistent effect of a change in rotor angular velocity on the yaw axis is small. We take the pseudoinverse in Eq. 21, so the resulting gain will be very large. Because there is the angular momentum effect of the propellers, the initial angular acceleration will be larger than expected, and the controller will start to oscillate.
VI. Results
This section deals with the results of the experiments described in Section V. The angular acceleration shown in the plots in this section is not the onboard estimate of the angular acceleration, because it is delayed through filtering. Instead, it is computed after the experiment from the finite difference of the gyroscope data. The signal is filtered with a fourth order Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 15 Hz. It is filtered twice, forward and reverse, resulting in a zero phase (non-causal) filter. For the actual control, the onboard filtered (and delayed) angular acceleration was used.
A. Performance Figure 8 shows the angular acceleration around the x axis denoted byṗ and the reference angular acceleration denoted byṗ ref . Additionally, the reference is filtered with the actuator dynamics, resulting inṗ refA . This signal is the angular acceleration that is expected based on the calculations in Section III C, specifically Eq. (26). It might seem that the controller does not track the reference well because it lags behind the reference, but this was expected based on the model of the actuator dynamics. The angular acceleration is actually very close to the expected angular accelerationṗ refA .
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Finally, we also show the angular acceleration as calculated on board the quadrotor using the second order filter. The filtered angular acceleration on board the quadrotor is significantly delayed with respect to the actual angular acceleration, which is why we will run into problems if we don't take this delay into account in the INDI controller. The outer loop controller, which generates the angular acceleration reference to track, was designed such that the resultant accelerations give a desired response of the roll angle, shown in Figure 9 . From this figure, it can be seen that the quadcopter reaches its reference roll angle within 0.2 seconds with a very small overshoot. The roll angle response of the PID controller is shown in Figure 10 . As discussed above, the onboard filtered measurement of the angular acceleration is significantly delayed. If we remove the filter delay compensation from the INDI controller, the quadrotor was severely oscillating, as can be seen in Figure 11 . The doublet was not performed as this did not seem safe. The oscillation might be reduced by lowering K η and K Ω , but this will make the response slower as well. From this figure, we can conclude that the filter delay compensation is an important part of the INDI controller and is crucial in obtaining good performance with an INDI controller. 
B. Disturbance Rejection
The weight, shown in Figure 6 , was placed in the container attached to the nose of the quadrotor by hand. The weight was placed in the container gently, but it probably arrived in the container with some small velocity. The disturbance in the angular acceleration is therefore a combination of a step and a delta pulse. Figure 12 shows the angular acceleration that is the result of the disturbance. From the figure, it is clear that the disturbance happened just after 13 seconds. As the angular acceleration increases in the negative direction, the reference angular acceleration starts to go the opposite way, because now an angular rate and a pitch angle error start to arise. About 0.1 seconds after losing track of the reference, the angular acceleration again coincides with the expected angular acceleration, having overcome the disturbance in the angular acceleration. This results in a pitch angle with no steady state error as can be seen from Figure 13 . After 0.3 seconds, the pitch angle is back at zero. To show that the weight in the container really is a step disturbance, which can be compared to a constant aerodynamic moment, consider Figure   14 . It shows the difference of the rotational rate of the front and rear motors divided by four:
. This indicates the average magnitude in Rounds Per Minute (RPM) that each motor contributes to the pitch control (see Eq. (7)). Clearly, there is a difference before and after the disturbance which can be quantified as an average change of 578 RPM over the interval [12.6 13 .0] versus [13.4 13.8] . This demonstrates that the disturbance was really a step and that the INDI controller can rapidly cope with such a disturbance.
12.6 12. In Figure 17 , we see the opposite: the control effectiveness is higher than what was modeled.
This results in a fast oscillation, which cannot be removed by reducing the attitude gains. This is 25 because the cause of the oscillation is different: now too much input is applied to reach a certain angular acceleration. This will happen regardless of what angular acceleration is requested by the attitude controller. that point, the quadrotor does not produce enough lift to take off, so it is still standing on the floor. When the INDI controller tries to attain certain angular accelerations, the quadrotor does not rotate and the adaptation algorithm will adapt to this. When landing, these interactions with the floor can also occur.
Notice the large difference in effectiveness between the actuators in the second part of the flight in Figure 20 . This illustrates the added value of adaptive INDI, as often the actuators are assumed to perform equal to each other, while in this case they do not. These differences between the actuators are also observed with the estimation method described in subsection III A for multiple flights. The differences may be caused by small imperfections that are not clearly visible on some of the rotors. The figure shows the predicted change in angular acceleration based on the change in motor speeds according to Eq. (21), which is a close match. In green, the figure shows the predicted change in angular acceleration if we neglect G 2 , denoted by ∆ṙ simple . Clearly, the motor spin-up torque is very significant. 
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Moreover, if we try to fly with a zero G 2 matrix, the resulting oscillation is so strong that a takeoff is not possible. In order to fly without this matrix, we cannot use the estimated values for the control effectiveness in the yaw axis. Instead, we can take a higher effectiveness for the model parameters than in reality in order to avoid overshooting the reference angular acceleration due to the rotor spin-up torque that is now not taken into account. Figure 25 shows that it is possible to fly with a zero G 2 matrix, at the cost of a severe performance penalty. 
